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The Sulu State College embarks its new academic year with pride and joy that we have made 
the year 2020 as the year of wonders and possibilities. Our year 2020 is full of inspiring and amazing 
stories which helped us accomplished a lot of things that contributed to our goal to excellence. The 
administration aims of doing more in the future that will benefit not only the institution but the prov-
ince, the region and the country as well. As we envision to be the Center of Excellence in BARMM, 
and to successfully produce globally competitive graduates and to become an institutional steward in 
the development of the region, we our slowly making this all possible with all the strategies and plans 
that we have in mind which are translated into actions through the help of every SSCians.

As we continue to sustain the academe, we have learned methods to cope with the new normal 
and also continue our programs through virtual ceremonies. We successfully conducted all com-
mencement exercises, the first virtual ceremony for the graduates of class of 2020 last June 05, 2020. 
The graduates and their families were able to witness this at the comfort of their homes via Facebook 
live. Our continuous efforts to provide avenue that will cater the student’s needs including conducting 
ceremonies to celebrate the years of hard work during college.

Partnerships between Sulu State College and other stakeholders have never been strong as we 
continue to live with the coronavirus pandemic. The Sulu Airforce team distributed utilized garbage 
can to Sulu State College as partnership as part of sanitary projects to help lean the environment. 
TESDA programs which aims to strengthen the agriculture programs, envision SSC to be a trailblazer 
in modernizing agriculture and an effective partner in governance. 

We are further empowered by our collaboration with agencies, for our main source of work lies 
from the needs and the demands of the stakeholders. The Sulu State College is grateful for the efforts 
and trust to promote the community, and the people of Sulu as one. 

The Sulu State College armed with the new normal competencies, has prepared and created an 
online platform to make students registration for enrollment process easier and accessible, and of 
course the Sulu State college will always be at the forefront of the prime movers of the province. The 
pandemic will not hinder our endeavors towards success and productivity. Our College continued 
what it has been accustomed with while observing and still coped with the safety protocols for the 
new normal.

Just like all other institutions we have faced challenges in coping with the new normal. Seminars 
became webinars which made it more challenging, but with the grace of the Almighty Allah, we have 
successfully made it and continues to meet excellence and conducted a total of 90 online trainings and 
webinars via zoom meetings, and honored  by the SEAMEO SEARCA for the Leadership Develop-
ment Program for Higher Education Institutions in Southeast Asia.
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